In this paper, we present a method to calculate touch forces in a remote place using low-cost depth camera and present those forces to the user in real-time. Using depth camera’s captured data, a 3D virtual scene surface representation is constructed from the remote point of view and used to calculate pushing and stroking forces during user fingers movement. The algorithm computes force vectors for each desired point using point’s motion vector and calculating god-points against the scene surface. By using such a method, it is possible to avoid using complex articulated arms and hands in the remote side to measure haptic forces at fingers end points. We show here the process of capturing and constructing the environment, and the method of calculating the interaction forces using depth data. Also we suggest using superimposed virtual hands for natural interaction with the remote environment.
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1. **Introduction**

In telexistence applications, the degree of presence that the operator perceives in a remote environment reflects the quality of operation and the sense of presence in that environment [1]. Telexistence robots aim to provide the feeling of presence in a different location by mapping human’s senses and actions with a slave robot. TORSO [2] is a telexistence robot providing the operator dexterous head movement and stereovision by mapping it with 6-DOF robot head, but no hands are involved in this representation. In TELESAR V [3] the user is mapped into a full upper body slave representation with a 53 DOF robot allowing the user to operate naturally in a different place. The fingertips of the robot are associated with physical force and tactile sensors. In a previous study, visual and haptic sensory perception of a human works together to compensate each other’s biased sensory information misjudgment [4], and using cross-modal perception from both of them, the judgment on object properties (like shape and size) would be improved [5].

With regards to virtual environments, previous works [6][7][7] addressed the ability to access the virtual space and being able to touch and gain haptic feedback of the virtual objects by designing telexistence robots with mounted haptic sensors and simulating them in the virtual environment. Also, another work [8] was introduced for improving the sense of presence in a remote environment by superimposing user’s body into a virtual environment. It showed that it is possible to include your own visual presentation of arms and hands by using kinematics data and a body model matching operator’s dimensions. Providing the visual sense of user’s arms and hand existence during operating in a different environment gives better experience of natural interaction.

In order to provide haptic feedback for non-armed telexistence robots, we present a depth-based haptic force calculation and extraction from operator’s first point of view during interaction with the hand. This method uses a mounted depth sensor aligned with stereo camera vision mapping user’s point of view in a remote place, and constructs 3D scene surface using depth-map of the remote place. Using the constructed surface, touch force between user’s fingers and the remote environment are calculated and provided to haptic displays mounted on user’s fingers. Also we adapt the visual superimposing of realistic virtual arms matching operator’s arms posture into remote environment images.

2. **Design Considerations**

In this work, consumable depth sensor “PrimeSense Carmine 1.08 short range” is used to capture and construct physical environment’s geometrical information. Depth sensors such as Kinect and PrimeSense provide 11-bit resolution of depth data, and 320x240 up to 640x480 depth-map generated at about 30Hz which is remarkable quality for many real-time applications. Depth sensors usually use Infra-Red (IR) light beams in specific patterns for depth estimation and work in complete darkness.

However, several challenges remain when using raw depth data from the sensor. Problems such as resulting noise from the sensor, and missing values or ‘holes’ that no structured light depth reading was possible as shown in Fig. 1. This can be the result of certain materials in the environment doesn’t reflect IR light back to the sensor.

To solve such issues, incremental methods create spatial representation of the environment using series of captured depth-maps, such as KinectFusion [9] which uses a single handheld depth camera. Such methods are effective for robotic investigation in unknown environments, and for AR based applications. However such systems are optimized to construct static scenes and non-movable objects such as people passing by the camera which is a common case for telexistence applications. For our purpose, we are only interested in the current state of the scene, thus we calculate the scene surface per-frame with no temporal information.
The method is aimed to be used in real-time, thus we avoid using polygonal representation of the 3D scene due to the complexity, content size, and transmission. The calculations are done on the local side, and only a surface map (or normal-map) is generated from the depth-map. Using this representation it is possible to generate not only pushing forces, but also shearing forces along finger’s surface.

The viewpoint of the depth sensor matches right eye’s horizontal offset. However because the design is not visual conjugated between the depth sensor and the camera, a software offsetting and scaling step for the depth-map is required to correct the mismatched positions and the different field of views.

3.2 Depth preprocessing and surface generation

As mentioned before, using raw depth data from the sensor will produce several issues regarding resulted artifacts and lost information from the scene. Thus it is necessary to process and clean up the data before using it to generate scene surface. To do so, first we propose a filling strategy for the missing depth values, then we apply smoothing filter on the resulted depth-map to remove the presented noise while preserving the hard edges of scene objects.

To recover the gaps of the depth-map, a statistical search model is applied for each missing pixel. The model creates a sliding window and picks the value highest frequent depth in this window. Fig. 4 shows the results of applying this model. However it couldn’t fill the entire gaps due to the size of the gaps. To resolve this, temporal methods recover the missing data from previous frames can be used [10].

The processed depth map is then segmented and sent into the operator’s side. Since depth-maps are 11-bits, image based lossless compression algorithms will not be applied. Thus it is compressed using ZIP algorithm before sending it.

3. Implementation

3.1 Robot head design

Head design should provide matching between camera images with depth-map. In Fig. 3 a three degrees of freedom head was designed with stereo cameras and a depth sensor.

Scene surface normal-map is derived from depth-map values. Each pixel of the normal-map is a 3D vector representing surface direction at that point. Normal vectors are calculated using the cross product of the derivatives along X and Y space of the depth values:

\[
\begin{align*}
\vec{N}_{x,y} &= ||\vec{\partial U} \times \vec{\partial V}|| \\
\vec{\partial U} &= [\partial x, Depth, y] \\
\vec{\partial V} &= [x, Depth, y]
\end{align*}
\]

\(\vec{\partial U}\) and \(\vec{\partial V}\) are derivative vectors for X and Y axis respectively.

However, the noise from the depth sensor become obvious on the normal-map, thus a smoothing filter is applied before calculating the normal. Applying a Gaussian filter on the depth values which works as a low pass filter in the image space. However it doesn’t take into consideration the hard edges of the objects in the image. Thus a bilateral filter is used [11] and applied on the depth-map.

Fig. 5 shows the generated normal-map before and after applying the bilateral filter on the depth-map.
3.3 Calculating interaction forces

To calculate the touch forces with the environment, user’s finger position should be determined first. To do so, operator body posture is captured via OptiTrack tracking points mounted on the head, shoulders and hands. The kinematics of arms trajectory is calculated using TELESAR V inverse kinematics [3]. Also a 5DT data glove is used to provide bending measurements of each finger. With these information it is possible to determine finger’s tips location with respect of user’s head and direction in the 3D space. Also these trajectories will be used in the next step for superimposing virtual arms.

Fig. 6 Touch point intersection with depth-map.

Fig. 6 shows the case of touch with the depth-map. Touch forces are separated into two components: pressure and shearing forces. Pressure is calculated using Hooke’s law:

\[
F_p = -k_F x
\]

Where \( F_p \) is the resulted force along z axis (pressure axis).\( x \) represents the amount of penetration in depth-map.

To calculate shearing forces, “motion vector” of finger tips is used and projected on the depth-map when penetration happens. This will provide an amount of friction which represents the shearing value along (X, Y) axis.

To render the haptic on finger tips, Gravity Grabber is used [12] which can provide pressure force and one shearing direction force along the finger tip.

3.4 Hands superimposing

The previously calculated and measured trajectories of the body and fingers are provided into Virtual Telesar simulation platform [6] that in turn apply those kinematics into a body model and super impose it into the remote camera images. Fig. 7 shows the result of superimposing the virtual arms into the remote environment, also it shows the mapping of the normal-map and the calculated touch forces between finger tips and the normal-map.

Fig. 7 First point of view interaction using super imposed virtual arms. Left) Interaction with remote scene. Right) Normal-map and touch vectors.

4. Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a real-time haptic interaction system for non-armed telexistence robots. In this method, the user perceive a superimposed virtual representation of his arms, hands and fingers that represents his own body while being operating in a different place. By using depth-map images of the remote environment, scene surfaces are calculated and normal-maps are generated which help to determine when touching occurs with user’s fingers. Finally, using normal-maps, force vectors of user’s fingers are calculated and passed into mounted haptic displays on user’s fingers tips which provide the haptic feedback to the user.
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